LOU BILEK AWARD (ROOKIE OF THE YEAR)
RECRUE DE L’ANNÉE (PRIX LOU BILEK)

Date – Winner – Team
Date – Gagnant – Équipe

2016 Robert Boskovic, Ryerson
2015 Valentin Lamoulie, UQAM
2014 Chris Serban, UBC
2013 Jonathan Lao, York
2012 Niko Saler, Alberta
2011 Alexandre Haddad, Montreal
2010 Marcus Johnstone, Alberta
2009 Robert Murphy, Guelph
2008 Pat Mroczek, Western
2007 Moreno Alberti, York
2006 Jamaal Smith, York
2005 Gérardo Argento, Montreal
2004 John Fish, UNB
2003 Payman Charkhazin, Waterloo

2002 Alexandre Scott, McGill
2001 Simon Richardson, Dalhousie
2000 Pieter Meuleman, Laurier
1999 Adam Plummer, UBC